
Purpose, Profit & Peace



Since 2009, IDOBRO has curated multiple platforms for
knowledge exchange, built the RISE Summit into a global
convening and nurtured communities through the RISE
Infinity Foundation. Our resultant initiatives have
supported over two million individuals, 5000+ Woman
Social Green (WSG) entrepreneurs, 1250,000 students
and 600+ organizations and institutes.

This has been made possible by our partners like UNICEF,
Glenmark Foundation, US Consulate, Tata Capital,
Eureka Forbes, British Council, and others who have
entrusted us and together worked to achieve the SDG
targets throughout the country and beyond. With projects
ranging from solar plants to tea gardens, Hygiene and
sanitation to Nutrition and Water, and recently, social
protection for COVID relief, we’ve been able to
reimagine impact, at scale and sustainably.

In the past 12 years, Idobro has established itself as a
resource for Research, Implementation, stakeholder
relations and evaluation with a 360 approach that is
based on the belief of an inter-linked and shared world.
We have been able to catalyze efforts towards 15 of the
17 SDGs with greater focus on SDG 2, 5, 8 and 10. We
are now taking steps towards SDG 14 and 16 for
comprehensive social, environmental and economic
impact.
Website: www.idobro.com
Deck: https://bit.ly/3M0hmYE
Annual Newsletter: https://bit.ly/38TBwGp 

 Partnership 
                             Entrepreneurship 

                                                               Citizenship

RISE INFINITY FOUNDATION (RIF) was founded in 2014 with the
objective to help create a more Responsible, Inclusive, Sustainable and
Eco-Friendly society that will meet the immediate needs of those who
are challenged and underserved.

www.riseinfinity.org

http://www.idobro.com/
https://bit.ly/3M0hmYE
https://bit.ly/38TBwGp
https://bit.ly/38TBwGp
https://riseinfinity.org/


“I don’t think we need any more breakthrough innovations.... It’s
the breakthrough interactions we need” 

 - Cheryl Kiser, Executive Director, the Lewis Institute, Babson Social
Innovation Lab and and Creator of The Uncommon Table™, 
Steering Council Member, RISE World Summit



Identify new roles as changemakers in the PECOworld community 
Discover new opportunities and partnerships
Above all to adopt a systems approach for stronger solutions and viable innovations  

Building a collaborative forum to leverage strengths and networks, provide common infrastructure to
create awareness and inspire action
Cutting across silos for cross-sectoral dialogue 
Allowing every participant a voice and democratise resources and opportunities

The RISE World Summit (RWS)
Breakthrough Interactions, Collective Impact

RWS & the SDGs - Flipping the SDG Narrative
The SDGs are the most comprehensive landscape for the world’s pressing problems. While the SDGs are
well known as 17 different goals, the 169 targets are less known and the interlinkages between them are
even much more unknown. This has led to an uneven focus on the goals and worse, a silo approach to
program design and funding. The RISE World Summit seeks to rewrite the Agenda 2030 narrative by
inspiring its PECOworld community participants to take on new roles as Partners, Entrepreneurs, and
Citizens for Ownership and collective impact across the SDGs and to re-create a new and just world for
all.

Introduction Billions of dollars have been spent on aid across decades if not centuries and still, we grapple
with poverty, violence and disasters. There is a pressing need to find new resolutions to the challenges the
world faces and to take them to every corner and cluster that requires them. As is often quoted, no one
institution, community or country can do this on its own and collaboration is key. Moreover, it is the values
we share that drive us to create shared value. The RISE World Summit (RWS) provides value-based thought
leadership based on the 4 RISE values – Responsible, Inclusive, Sustainable and Eco(system)-friendly
for individuals and institutions to:

1.
2.
3.

RISE World Summit takes a systems view for sustainable development, a paradigm shift in mindset and
action. RWS thus becomes a space for all to rejuvenate and reconnect with the RISE universal values that
drive positive action and outcomes for the SDGs. The ever-increasing scale of the summit is testimony to
the same.

A movement called RISE
Our experience in event management and alliances made us realize the enormous use of resources in the
name of outreach. Moreover, most conferences catered to Sponsors and Speakers with little facilitation
for participants to truly gain value beyond knowledge-sharing and visiting-card-networking!

Idobro launched The RISE Summit in 2013 as an experiment in cost-effective stakeholder engagement to
foster partnerships to regain a better and greener world by:

1.

2.
3.



Cross-sectoral dialogue on interlinkages between issues such as Health, Livelihood, Education,
Women, Disability, Senior Citizens, Water, Waste, Nutrition, Sanitation, Clean-tech, Environment, Rural
and Agriculture
Capacity building on operations – People, Technology, Finance, Markets, HR, Communication, Media,
Events and Evaluation
Collaborative action for Impact – Responsible Procurement, Inclusive Policies, Sustainable
Partnerships and Eco-friendly Practices.

In 2016 we made Agenda 2030 our beacon with a focus on interlinkages between the 17 goals for
integrated development.

RS2013 had 200 attendees from 15 cities in India and grew from a one-city-two-day event to a two-city-
five-day event in 2020. The last two editions were held virtually. RWS2022 saw 4700 participants from 61
countries.

Most critically, minus Human resource cost, the conference budget, physical or virtual has been
between US$ 5000 to 10000 only!

The Summit has demonstrated that people-powered solutions based on Partnership, Entrepreneurship,
Citizenship and Ownership (PECO) can address some (if not ALL) of the world’s most pressing issues.
Above all, it has the potential to be a network of networks that can cover every person, region and
problem and leave no one behind.

The Impact
RISE Summit is a model for collaborative outreach, mobilization and action for sustainable development
with over 10,000 participants, 500+ Experts and 200+ partners in the last 9 years.

We believe that RISE has achieved its objective to drive:

Our Participants have benefitted tremendously from resources in cash or kind, new solutions and
innovations, knowledge assets, projects and alliances that helped their initiatives gain traction in new
geographies and/or dimensions. The change in silo mindset and convergent action for the SDGs, is
evident from the numerous testimonies on our website and on social media. Not least of all has been the
replication of event design in other conferences and Unconferences!



No PANELS and No Presentations – All activities are participatory with a non-hierarchical and
interactive design in 3 formats – The FORUM, FEST & TOURS
No Sponsors, only partners and co-hosts with the freedom to co-create content 
Multi-stakeholder convening in a safe space for open and deep conversations – participation from
students to senior citizens, grassroot NGOs to International Foundations, UN Agencies to Government
departments and Industry to social enterprises and women entrepreneurs
Academic premises and student volunteers to ensure their early involvement with practitioners and
policy-makers 
Registration for a single activity instead of a full program

The RISE Initiative – Global Goals, Local Solutions: More than an event, the RISE Initiative is the
year-round engagement among community members and other stakeholders. The outcomes of the
Summit provide ideas and innovation for replication and scale while Regional Forums can break the
SDG silos and foster local alliances with a systems approach for integrated development. 
The RISE PECOworld Community for Agenda 2030: A tech-enabled platform to support 24*7*365
access to the RWS participants who form the PECOworld Community for people-centric solutions –
Partners, Entrepreneurs and Citizens who take Ownership and action for the SDGs.
The RISE Mindset Movement to encourage value-based leadership for the SDGs (RISE 4 SDGs –
I drive the SDGs): Expand the RISE footprint through members who discover redesigned roles and
relationships to restore our world for the common good. This requires a unique mindset that seeks
Purpose, Progress, Prosperity and Peace.

Beyond an UnConference, the RISE Summit with #EveryParticipantASpeaker is unique in design, content
and participation. Distinctive features since its inception in 2013, include:

The event format for the RISE Summit is planned for inclusion, relevance and flexibility. Participants
from any sector and group can attend one or more activities as per their interest and convenience.
Independent experts use open design methodology to organically develop and ensure engaging
conversations across the spectrum of women, social and green issues. The sessions are co-created by
Partners who seek to further their mandate through breakthrough interactions with a wider constituency
for significant outcomes and sustainable solutions to achieve Agenda 2030.

Way Forward
The RISE Summit has sustained itself on a shoestring budget and scaled 20 times over 9 years. With the
potential to be a network of networks that can cover every person, region and problem and leave no one
behind, there are 3 specific initiatives we are working on to push the developmental needle and the SDG
narrative:

1.

2.

3.



RISE World Summit RISE Forum RISE Circles

4818+ participants,

61+ countries, 

17 SGDs

Regional Sector discourse Local partnerships and projectsA cross-sectoral  global  convening

The summit has also supported over 20+

research papers and whitepapers and

launched 15 national and international level

projects. You can find the details here:

https://www.risesummit.in/white-papers/

You can view the latest white paper by the

echo network here: 

 https://echonetwork.pub/WPfoodsystems

https://www.risesummit.in/white-papers/
https://www.risesummit.in/white-papers/
https://www.risesummit.in/white-papers/
https://www.risesummit.in/white-papers/
https://www.risesummit.in/white-papers/
https://echonetwork.pub/WPfoodsystems
https://echonetwork.pub/WPfoodsystems
https://echonetwork.pub/WPfoodsystems
https://www.risesummit.in/awards-2/


Partner case study

Glenmark Foundation- 10 years RISE Journey
Glenmark Foundation has been a partner since the inception of the RISE Summit in 2013. The focus of their
work is Mother and Child health and over the years, alongwith Idobro has designed a 360o approach to
malnutrition specifically. Glenmark has leveraged the RWS platform to engage with a wider stakeholder
base and enable discussions that creates awareness around the issues of MCH and malnutrition; share
best practices and explore strategies and solutions for long term outcomes.

2 0 1 3

Release of
White Paper &

Roundtable

2 0 1 4

Engagement
with NGOs &

Medical
Practitioners

 
2 0 1 6

Engagement
with Institutes

/ Student
Competition

2 0 1 6 - 2 0

Communication Catalyst presence at RISE
An exhibition space for Communication Catalyst
A short film of the students experience
Presentation of NGO Ranking Award

Insights for a Cooking Contest for Nutrition
Invited Nutritionists to explore potential recipes
to tackle malnutrition. Based on inputs design a
Cooking Contest that is Pan-India and
contextual to the region and localized palette
and ingredients.

Knowledge Hub (KH) Design and Content
generation 2 0 2 1 - 2 2

The Nutrition
Awards &

Partnership
with World

Food
Programme



Partner case study

Effectively leveraged RISE roundtables each
year to build awareness on ACF mandate and
gain insights into best sectoral practices in:
Skill Development & Livelihoods
Waste Management
Water Conservation

Released a White paper on Livelihoods
Was attendee in Year 1 and partner in all
subsequent years

Ambuja Cement – Partner for 4 Yrs 

1.
2.
3.

RISE World Summit 2019: Square Table 9

Reducing unemployment through skilling and increasing employability in Construction, Manufacturing,
Retail and Hospitality sectors

On the previous day, the team also visited the CREDAI Kaushal Skill Development Program where Mr.
Pramod Khadse (Ambuja Cement Foundation) addressed the students and faculty. The experiences from
the same were also shared at the Pune Forum. 



Objective to build awareness on Women-Owned Enterprises
Designed and executed year-round Workshop series on Financial Literacy
for Women and students 
Was attendee in Year 2 and partner in all subsequent years

Bombay Stock Exchange – Partner for 3 Yrs 

Conclave to convene SI Alumni and Swedish companies in India to
explore potential synergies
Undertook Social Tour to Pune to visit CSR projects of a Swedish
Company as well as an Indian Company with a SI Alumni
Sweden was Country Partner for 5 years
Hosted National Conclave for SANI board members from India
chapters
Hosted ideation-session for local SANI members

Swedish Institute (SI) – Partner for 6 Yrs 

Partner case study

RWS21 Roundtable was curated to start a conversation around cross-country coalitions and
partnerships pertaining to the issues faced by youth based on UNICEF’s GenU’s (Generation
Unlimited) strategic priorities. Participants from 22 countries were engaged at RWS 21. Early adopters
of the agenda included India, Kenya and Bangladesh who all have advanced their partnerships and
programmes.

UNICEF India - Partner for 2 years

World Release -
Millennia's Study
(India Report) by

MSL group

Replication of
innovative Tribal Village

Tour and Lunch with
Corporate funding 

NGOs creating awareness
for their beneficiaries,

media coverage and spot
donations

Exhibitors receiving
Corporate orders, retail
space at airport, regular
exhibition and showroom

space

Co-hosted RWS22 Roundtable "Back to School: Learning Recovery",
along with Vibha India. The learnings from the discussion around the
same with senior leaders helped to feed into ongoing research and for
programmatic inputs around interventions planned ahead.



The Ask
Supporting RWS would certainly validate our vision and mission of encouraging SDG interlinkages to
create sustainable universally applicable solutions. Also, it would mark the Summit a marquee platform to
be associated with thus providing the momentum to grow and build the RISE PECOworld community of
Partners, Entrepreneurs and Citizens who take Ownership of the SDGs to take action and collaborate for
a new and just world for all.

Iconic partners would also inspire participants and stakeholders to widen and deepen the developmental
agenda, build new relationships and equations that could catalyse our world. Last but not the least, the
visibility due to the association would motivate more replication of our formats, toolkits and methodology
to support organizations globally who have been struggling to build sustainable partnerships around
SDGs.

RISE, now into its 10th year has had representation from across geographies and stakeholders. With
people-powered solutions activated at different levels in society, RISE presents a compelling framework
and methodology for replication to leave no one behind.

Recognition
Karon Shaiva, the convenor of the Summit has been acknowledged as an expert voice in multiple forums,
and ideation sessions and a keen believer in the power of SDG interlinkages. As part of India’s 75th
Independence celebration, she was awarded as one of the 75 women in STEM by the Office of the
Principal Scientific Advisor to the Government of India and British High Commission, India. She is
the only woman recognized under the “sustainable development” category:
https://www.psa.gov.in/article/she-75-indian-women-steam/3628

She is also a Babson Senior fellow and recently awarded COVID 
Sheroes by Twitter India and Breakthrough India.

https://www.psa.gov.in/article/she-75-indian-women-steam/3628
https://www.babson.edu/academics/centers-and-institutes/institute-for-social-innovation/relationships/fellows/karon-shaiva/
https://inbreakthrough.org/twitter-sheroes-handbook/
https://inbreakthrough.org/twitter-sheroes-handbook/
https://inbreakthrough.org/twitter-sheroes-handbook/
https://www.psa.gov.in/article/she-75-indian-women-steam/3628
https://inbreakthrough.org/twitter-sheroes-handbook/
https://inbreakthrough.org/twitter-sheroes-handbook/
https://inbreakthrough.org/twitter-sheroes-handbook/
https://www.babson.edu/academics/centers-and-institutes/institute-for-social-innovation/relationships/fellows/karon-shaiva/
https://www.babson.edu/academics/centers-and-institutes/institute-for-social-innovation/relationships/fellows/karon-shaiva/


The RISE World Summit (RWS) 2023
Purpose, Profit & Peace

Tentative date: 31st January- 3rd February 2023
Format: Hybrid (Online event with multi-country offline mini-events)

2023 will mark a decade of RWS as a springboard to amplify the work by visionary partners or as a starting
point to research and design relevant and appropriate interventions by drawing on the knowledge and
expertise of the participants and peer groups. 

To celebrate the save, we will be curating the conversations under the broad theme of "Purpose, Peace
and Profit". This happens to be the ethos of what we do at Idobro and is a set of conflicting yet
interdependent words that are seldom seen together. 

Purpose, here is the idea of finding the guiding force within an individual, organization, institution and
even as mankind. What is it that we stand for? What do we work for? And most importantly- Are we
content with our actions and their impact? 

Profit would be explored from a point of view of enabler, multiplier, metric of feasibility and eventually
sustainability of the initiative, idea or venture. Not to say that we look at it as a selfish ROI aspect but the
idea here to look at it from a crucial component to support long term projects and sustained action.

Peace part of the equation intends to explore it beyond the generic meaning that the political unrest or
war has attributed to it. We will delve deeper into how it percolates into mental, physical, organizational,
systemic, ecosystem and other aspects of our collective lives on this planet. 

4Ps - Supply Side

Responsible Policies

Inclusive Procurement

Sustainable Practices

Eco(system)friendly Partnerships

 

4Cs - Demand Side 

Responsible Consumers

Inclusive Capital

Sustainable Capacity

Eco(system)friendly Communities

Broader themes to be explored for
Forums (Roundtable, Workshops,
Chat tables)



Roundtables: Cross-sectoral dialogue around specific issues and to connect, examine and investigate
critical problems and identify solutions and potential collaborations
Conclaves: Shared infrastructure to host, launch, demonstrate and showcase initiatives that can
foster partnerships and associations within a specific closed group 
Workshops: Masterclass on critical operational issues organizations face with appropriate tools and
templates to allow for capacity building and customized implementation 
Resource Room: Share knowledge assets, research reports, toolkit, and media to share information as
well as help others use them in their own programs and benefit 
Exhibitions: Build awareness for inclusive business models and sustainable development strategies,
products and services 
AI-based networking: The platform allows for AI-based suggestions with like-minded individuals from
across the world, based on your profile and areas of work
Chat Tables: Pre-arranged meaningful conversations between special interest groups (SIGs)
Fireside Chat: One-to-one conversation with iconic thought leaders 
Cultural program: Art forms that convey important social messages while they entertain 
Tours: Virtual walkthroughs of on-ground work under initiatives being run by organizations world over
and the impact they have created doing so
Film Festival: Showcase of films and documentaries from around the globe that have enabled action
by changing narratives and impacted behavior
Social: Delegate-led Polls, Broadcast, Surveys, Games. All delegates can promote social and eco-
friendly products and services, programs and schemes, events and media and reinforce offerings for
long-term recall and continued value
RISE Awards: Recognition of exemplary work by individuals and institutions in achieving the SDGs and
contributing to a Better World and a Greener Planet for all
One-to-one meetings: Connect with fellow participants through chat and video conferencing
Glenmark Nutrition Awards: The Glenmark Nutrition Awards in partnership with UN World Food
Programme recognizes NGOs and other organizations (Social enterprises, collectives, community
groups etc.) who have undertaken exceptional efforts through their health initiatives or programs to
provide and improve dietary diversity among the communities using innovative strategies for
implementation and adoption. 
And many more......If you can think of it, we can definitely explore it at the RISE World Summit.

The interactive formats will consist of:

Focusing primarily on breakthrough innovation, our platform
provides the opportunity to connect, collaborate and

ideate in unconventional ways
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Media Coverage

https://www.amarujala.com/india-news/rise-world-summit-2022-india-led-participants-from-56-countries-eminent-personalities-attended
https://www.business-standard.com/content/press-releases-ani/philip-kotler-awarded-the-rise-lifetime-achievement-award-at-rise-world-summit-2022-122021200412_1.html
https://www.zee5.com/articles/from-space-academy-in-hong-kong-to-women-owned-businesses-from-u-s-a-india-driving-the-innovation-and-diversity-narrative-at-rise-world-summit-2022


Jayesh Ranjan, Secretary, Information Technology, Electronics & Communications Department,
Government of Telangana
Adv. Ashish Shelar, MLA and President, BJP, Mumbai
Ashish Kumar Chauhan, MD& CEO – Bombay Stock Exchange
Vinita Bali, ex-Managing Director - Britannia Industries Ltd
John A. Beed, ex-Mission Director, USAID India
Nagesh Kukunoor, Film Actor-Producer-Director
Richard Bale, ex-Consul General for Canada in Mumbai
Michele Weldon, UN Women Office for India, Bhutan, Maldives & Sri Lanka
Sharon Memis, Director West India – British Council India
Vandana Krishna, ex-Director General, RJMC Health and Nutrition Mission, Government of Maharashtra
Manfred Haebig, ex-Country Director, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
GmbH

Past experts



RWS22: 4800 attendees, 56 participating countries (975 cities), 60 partners (UNICEF (India), WEConnect
International, Save the Children, Orion Astropreneur Space Academy (Hong Kong), Swedish Institute, Babson
College, World Food Programme, Tata Capital, SmartAid International (Australia), and Climate Action Network
South Asia (CANSA) etc), 200 experts (Dr. Kiran Bedi, Jalpa Ratna- Chief of Field Services at UNICEF,
Chaitanya Prasad- OSD at the Union I&B Ministry, among others), 20 formats (film festivals, virtual tours,
signature roundtable discussions, workshops etc).

RWS21: 1000+ participants from 55 countries and 36 hours relay programming across 8 time zones led
by 65 visionary partners and Thought leaders such as Prof. Philip Kotler, Cherie Blair, Amitabh Kant,
Ambassador Gideon Behar, Dr. Yasmin Ali Haque, Prof. K. VijayRaghavan, Cheryl Pinto, Yosef Abramowitz and
more.

2022 and 2021 Summit Highlights



RWS 21 Partners

RWS 22 Partners



Attendee Organizations (Partial list)



"The RISE World Summit was really great – a unique overall type of non-conference convening. I really liked the holistic / integrated approach – including its
discussions, workshops, film screenings, etc. Thank you for inviting me!" - IMRANA Y. KHERA: Innovation and Partnership - Mumbai Lead, USAID/India -
Center for Innovation and Partnership

Paula Mariwala
Founder/Co-President, Stanford Angels &

Entrepreneurs India, MD, Seedfund Advisors

 

Anuradha Bhavnani
Advisor/ Mentor

Consultant/Angel Investor

 

Walter Vieira
Former chairman, International Council of

Management Consulting Institutes

Carol Andrade
Dean of St. Pauls Institute of 

Communication Education

Board 
Members

Testimonials
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Be a part of world 's most innovative event format indulging mutiple countries,  dignitaries
and thematic areas

Write to us at deepakn@riseinfinity.org


